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I Have Questions #2 | A Disciple or Being Spiritual?
A call to something else…

Being Spiritual…

Someone spiritual is someone open but not committed. (LK 9:57-62)
The disciple doesn’t grab & pull at a lot of things to fill the hole—they pull at one
thing: _________________. LK 9:57-62, MK 8:34, MT 10:38, 16:24; LK 9:23, 14:27)
The disciple way: There’s _______________after the_________________.

Because you were not designed for___________________________________
The danger of being spiritual without Jesus is that __________________,

— you were designed for something else.
You were designed to BE a disciple because He deserves you, you deserve
Him, and as disciples we show an unbelieving world HIM through our best US.
A Disciple…
A disciple, then, is not merely __________________, but __________________.
A disciple is a committed follower of Jesus Christ who has changed things in
__________

__to align with WHAT He’s doing, WHERE He’s leading,

are the one at the center of it all — ________________________________,
— you’re embracing multiple things to FEEL something instead of the
ONE thing to BE something. (John 10:2-16, NIV)
You can be spiritual without Jesus, but you cannot be a disciple of Jesus
without Jesus.
Discipleship is taking in Information with __________________________,
that brings life _________________________.

and most importantly _______________________.

And discipleship matters.

A Disciple is ____________________ than merely being ___________________.

The best things in life __________________________________________.

You are ________________________ of this world. (John 18:36, NIV)
You are NOT to conform but be ______________________. (Romans 12:2, NIV)
We LIVE by ___________________________________. (Matthew 20:24-28, NIV)

It’s just a matter of what the cost is and __________________________.
Take your step: (Mark 12:17-19, NIV)
Look at the Steps…
Acknowledge _____________________________________________.

We are designed to be MADE & to MAKE disciples. (MT 28:17-20)
You were _______________________________ to be a ____________________
— an intentional, committed ____________________ follower of Jesus Christ,
not just someone with ______________________ sensitivity.
A Disciple is WHO you are, _____________ WHAT you do or WHERE you are.
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SERMON NOTES

Ditch ____________________________________________________.
Follow Jesus _____________________________________________.
Trust Him in ______________________________________________.

So, what’s your step?
SERMON NOTES.
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